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QUESTION 1

What will cause the validation of a vMotion migration to fail? 

A. A virtual machine configured for CPU affinity 

B. A virtual machine configured with a local .vswp file 

C. A virtual machine configured to use NUMA 

D. A virtual machine configured with a shared Raw-Device Mapped disk 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator needs to join several ESXi hosts in the environment to the corporate Active Directory instance. The
container and path for the OU is Servers\VMware. The FQDN of the local Active Directory is CORP.AD. Which option
accurately shows the information an administrator would enter when configuring an ESXi host to join the domain and
ensures the host is placed in the appropriate OU? 

A. ldap://CORP.AD:389/Servers/VMware 

B. CORP.AD/Servers/VMware 

C. cn=VMware, ou=Servers, dc=CORP, dc=AD 

D. ou=VMware, ou=Servers, dc=CORP, dc=AD 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

While troubleshooting a crash event on an ESXi 5.x host, an administrator determines the log files related to the event
are NOT present. Which action should the administrator take to resolve the logging issue? 

A. Increase the amount of memory committed to log storage. 

B. Increase the statistic data collection level to 4. 

C. Change the roll-up type to maximum. 

D. Create a persistent scratch location. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 



QUESTION 4

Which vSphere feature creates a copy of a virtual machine that can be stored locally within a cluster or at another site,
and provides the ability to rapidly restore a virtual machine within minutes? 

A. vSphere Data Protection 

B. vSphere Replication 

C. vSphere Snapshots 

D. vSphere Heartbeat 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A vSphere administrator creates a new vSphere Distributed Switch. The administrator receives notice from the service
desk that a cluster of vSphere hosts has disconnected from vCenter Server. This disconnect occurred immediately after
the new switch was created. 

This vSphere Distributed Switch is the only distributed switch managed by vCenter. 

The virtual machines are still functional and the applications are still accessible by end users. 

On the ESXi hosts, which step must the vSphere administrator take to allow vCenter Server to reconnect? 

A. 

Use the Direct Console User Interface to reattach the management vmnic to the appropriate switch 

B. 

Use the Direct Console User Interface to disable lockdown mode on each affected host 

C. 

Use the ESXi Shell to restart the mgmt-vmware service on each affected host 

D. 

Use the ESXi Shell to restart the vSphere Web Client service on each affected host 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A vSphere administrator has created a Virtual SAN Cluster with Automatic Mode Disk Groups. The cluster includes
three ESXi hosts contributing one SSD and six SAS disks each. The administrator has four new ESXi hosts that boot



from a fiber channel array and have no local disks attached. These four new hosts need additional shared storage but
there is insufficient space on the fiber channel array. The hardware budget is limited. 

What can the administrator do to provide the needed storage for the lowest cost? 

A. Add the four new hosts to the Virtual SAN Cluster and use the existing storage in the cluster. 

B. Add an SAS RAID controller to each of the new hosts. Attach one SSD and six SAS disks to each RAID controller
and then add the four hosts to the Virtual SAN cluster. 

C. Add the four new hosts to the Virtual SAN Cluster and contribute the fiber channel disks to the Virtual SAN. 

D. Add the four new hosts to the Virtual SAN Cluster and change to Manual Mode Disk Groups. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A vSphere administrator needs to add a CPU to a virtual machine, but upon editing the VM settings the option is grayed
out. What would explain this behavior? 

A. The virtual machine is running 

B. The virtual machine has been configured with a CPU limit 

C. CPU Hot-add has not been enabled on the virtual machine 

D. The virtual machine is in a resource pool with no available CPU resources 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A vSphere administrator needs to upgrade a single extent VMFS3 datastore to VMFS5 and expand it to 4TB in size.
The storage administrator has already expanded the underlying LUN to 4TB. Which steps should the vSphere
administrator take? 

A. Expand the VMFS3 datastore to 4TB and then upgrade to VMFS5 

B. Upgrade the datastore to VMFS5, manually change the partition scheme to GPT, and then expand the datastore to
4TB 

C. Upgrade the datastore to VMFS5 and then expand it to 4TB 

D. Change the block size of the VMFS3 datastore to 1MB, upgrade the datastore to VMFS5, and expand it to 4TB 

Correct Answer: C 

 



 

QUESTION 9

A new LUN from an existing storage array is presented to a vSphere cluster. A vSphere administrator determines that
the LUN is visible on all but one ESXi host in the cluster. The affected host is able to see existing LUNs presented from
the same storage array. 

What is the most likely cause? 

A. LUN Masking is improperly configured on the storage array. 

B. The SAN fabric is improperly zoned. 

C. The ESXi host has NOT been rebooted. 

D. The HBA in the host is incompatible with ESXi. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator needs to deploy a vSphere solution containing a number of hosts and a vSphere Distributed Switch.
Which steps should the administrator take to accomplish this? 

A. Create the vSphere Distributed Switch, deploy the ESXi hosts, and then add each host to the switch. 

B. Deploy the ESXi hosts, create an HA/DRS cluster containing the hosts, create the vSphere Distributed Switch, and
then add the cluster to the switch. 

C. Create the vSphere Distributed Switch and as each ESXi host is deployed it will be automatically added to the
switch. 

D. Deploy the ESXi hosts and then create the vSphere Distributed Switch on the hosts. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A vSphere administrator needs to add more space to an existing 3-node Virtual SAN cluster. The attempts to add the
new host to the cluster as a contributing member have failed. However, it can be added as a non-contributing member. 

The host was previously used in a single host configuration. The administrator recently upgraded the host from ESXi 5.1
to 5.5 prior to adding it to the cluster. 

What is the reason for this failure? 

A. The only SSD disk in the new host was formatted with a VMFS datastore. 



B. The new host has a 10Gbps NIC while the rest of the cluster members have 1Gbps NICs. 

C. The RAID controller in the new host does not have enough cache for the Virtual SAN datastore. 

D. The new host\\'s VMFS datastores do not have sufficient capacity to be added as a contributing member. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator needs to migrate a company\\'s physical servers to virtual servers and deploy into the ESXi 5.x cluster.
During the process of converting to a virtual machine, the administrator needs to reduce the size of the disks. Which
method should the administrator use to meet this requirement? 

A. Use VMware Converter hot cloning with volume-based cloning at the file level 

B. Shut down the physical server and use VMware Converter cold cloning with volume-based cloning at the block level 

C. Use VMware Converter hot cloning with volume-based cloning at the block level 

D. Shut down the physical server and use VMware Converter cold cloning with volume-based cloning at the file level 

Correct Answer: A 
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